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Abstract
Intelligent outbound is a popular way to contact customers. The
traditional outbound agents communicate with users in a sim-
plex way. The user and the agent cannot speak at the same time,
and the user cannot actively interrupt the conversation while
the agent is playing audio generated by TTS. The traditional
solution is based on the output of the VAD module, once the
user voice is detected, the agent will immediately stop talking.
However, the user sometimes expresses the short answer at will,
not to interrupt the agent, and it will cause the agent to be fre-
quently interrupted. In addition, when users say named entity
nouns(numbers, locations, company names, etc), their speech
speed is slow and the pause time between words is longer, and
they may be interrupted by the agent unreasonably. We pro-
pose a method to identify user’s interruption requests and dis-
continuous expressions by analyzing the semantic information
of the user’s utterance. As a result, fluency of the dialogue is
improved.
Index Terms: duplex conversation, automatic speech recogni-
tion, dialogue flow, interruption requests, discontinuous expres-
sions, natural language understanding, voice activity detection

1. Introduction
In traditional simplex conversation process of the outbound
agent, the voice stream of the user is converted to text with the
ASR service, and then the user’s utterance is passed to the di-
alogue agent as a parameter for Natural Language Understand-
ing(NLU) module. The agent recognizes the user’s intention
according to the text and selects proper dialogue strategies and
scripts, and broadcast the scripts with the TTS service finally,
as show in Fig. 1.

Since outbound calls are initiated by agents, users’ willing-
ness for conversation is much lower than online text agents, and
customers’ tolerance for bad conversation flow is low. In the
scene for simplex conversation, intermittent conversation pro-
portion accounts for about 7% to 1%), the user may directly
hang up the phone, which cause failure of communication task.

In the traditional simplex conversation, the agent cannot re-
spond to the user’s interrupt request when the agent is talking.
Because the dialogue system rely on VAD[1] to detect whether
the user is talking. One of the conversation policy is that the
agent stops talking and waits for the user to finish if positive sig-
nal is detected by the VAD module. This will lead to intermit-
tent dialog flow. For example, the user just echoes without any
semantic meaning, this will cause the agent to be frequently in-
terrupted and affect the fluency of the dialogue. Some common
practices in natural conversations have been studied to generate
natural conversation [2]

Another problem is the user’s discontinuous expression.
When the user speaks entity nouns, he may think while speak-
ing, and the interval between words will become longer, which

Figure 1: Dialogue Agent System.

Figure 2: Framework of Duplex Conversation

cause the agent to start talking before the user has finished
speaking. So the user feels offended and the conversation is
unnatural.

We propose a natural duplex conversation scheme based
on semantic understanding, which is mainly composed of full-
duplex interaction state machine, interruption discrimination,
and discontinuous expression detection modules to solve the
above problems, improve the fluency of the dialogue, and in-
crease the completion rate of the dialogue.

2. System Description
We propose a way to use the events in the ASR output results
to convert the intermittent ASR into a streaming ASR, and use
the event mechanism of ASR and TTS to build a natural duplex
interactive system(show in Fig. 2).

2.1. Duplex Conversation State Machine

We abstracted out six major types of events from ASR and TTS
services(Table 1) and responses from dialogue agent system
(shown in Table 2). The duplex conversation state machine
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judges whether the interruption should be performed according
to the speaking state of user’s utterance in the IVR system. Ac-
cording to the ASR segment every 300ms, the previous recog-
nition results are superimposed, and the text is sent to the inter-
ruption detection module to determine whether the interruption
should be executed at the current moment.

Table 1: ASR and TTS events

event description event code

agent starts to play PRE PLAYBACK SATRT
agent finishes playing PLAYBACK END
silent of user timeout SILENT TIMEOUT
ASR of user starts ASR START
ASR of user changed ASR CHANGED
user finish speaking(VAD) ASR RESULT

Table 2: response from dialogue agent

response description response code

start ASR recognize START RECOGNIZE
stop ASR recognize STOP RECOGNIZE
start timer for user START INPUT TIMER
start playing TTS START PLAYBACK
stop playing TTS STOP PLAYBACK
call agent TTS CALL NLU

2.2. Interruption Discrimination

The traditional simplex interruption strategy is based on the
VAD module to determine whether the user is speaking. The
agent will be interrupted when the user says some meaningless
answers like ’hmm’.

We propose a method that uses the streaming ASR result to
continuously detect the semantic information of the user’s utter-
ance to determine whether to perform interruption. The timing
of triggering the interruption is not as early as possible, because
the first few words of the user’s utterance is often meaningless
without any specific intention, and the output result of the down-
stream NLU model is unknown. If the interruption is triggered
at this time, there is not any proper script for the agent. There-
fore, the strategy we adopt is as follows: from the first word that
the user says, the interruption discrimination module is called
continuously until the content that the user says has clear se-
mantics, then the dialogue agent executes the interruption.

The interruption model is essentially a binary text classi-
fication task, which determines whether the user’s utterance is
meaningful or not. The method of constructing corpus is to
sample user scripts in conversation logs. From the first word to
the last word clause, NLU model is called to identify user in-
tention in turn. If it is classified to a meaningful tag, it is a pos-
itive sample, otherwise it is a negative sample(shown in Fig. 3).
Then a text classification model with the pretrained BERT[3] is
trained from the corpus as the interruption discrimination mod-
ule.

Because of the streaming input, the call frequency is very
high. In order to ensure the real-time response of the agent,
it is necessary to distill the model, with soft target and hard
target. The accuracy of the interruption discrimination model
is 90%, and the reasonable rate of interruption is 76%. After

Figure 3: corpus of interruption model

excluding the background noise samples, the reasonable rate of
interruption is 86%, which is increased by 10%.

2.3. Discontinuous Expression Detection

When the user speaks entity nouns, he may think while speak-
ing, and the interval between words will become longer. This
may cause the VAD module fail to recognize the complete
user’s utterance. Therefore, we propose a discontinuous ex-
pression detection module to judge whether the content of the
current user is complete. We select the clauses with complete
entity nouns as positive samples, and take the sentences with
partial entity nouns as negative samples. We use these samples
to train the binary classification model[3] as discontinuous ex-
pression detection module.

2.4. Dialogue Agent Performance Improvement

With the duplex conversation, the dialogue agent gets more
complete user utterance, so the intention recognition rate is in-
creased by 5.2% and the dialogue completion rate is increased
by 2.3%(Table. 3)

Table 3: Conversation Performance

metrics turn on turn off improve

intention recognition rate 67.1% 70.6% +5.2%
dialogue completion rate 87.5% 89.5% +2.3%

3. Conclusions and Future Work
With the use of semantic information to identify user’s interrup-
tion requests and discontinuous expressions, we can improve
the fluency of the conversation and dialogue completion rate,
and ultimately improve the achievement of the goal of the con-
versation. In the next step, we will introduce the speech signal
into the interruption recognition model to detect the background
noise, separate the human voice from the background noise, and
improve the accuracy of interruption.
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